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100g bulky weight yarn
6mm circular needles,
or size needed to meet
gauge
Cable needle, dpn, or
something to
temporarily hold
stitches
BOR stitch marker
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WHAT YOU’LL NEED

The first half of this cowl is worked in the round,
then split in half so the front and back sections
are worked flat. This creates a cowl that covers
your chest and neck without bunching. 
 However, it can be worked entirely in the round
in desired. 
The cowl is entirely reversible, and can also be
worn with the flat sections at the top, and folded
down for extra warm neck coverage. 

3.5 stitches per inch in 2x2 rib
Gauge: 



slwyif: slip stitch as if to purl, keep the working yarn in front of
the work. 

Wrap 6: k2, p2, k2, then slide these 6 stitches onto a cable needle
or DPN, then wrap the working yarn counterclockwise around
the stitches twice, and pull snug. Slide the stitches back on to
the right needle. 

Wrap 4: k2, p2, then slide these 4 stitches onto a cable needle or
DPN, then wrap the working yarn counterclockwise around the
stitches twice, and pull snug. Slide the stitches back on to the
right needle. 

GLOSSARY
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TRIM
Using the ribbed cable cast on
method, cast on 80 stitches in 2x2
rib. 

R1-3: *k2, p2*

R1-3: *p2, k2*
R4: *p2, wrap 6*
R5-7: *p2, k2*
R8: p2, k2, wrap 6 with 2 knits from last round (keeping BOR in place), *p2,
wrap 6* to the last 4 st, p2, k2. 

Work R1-8 twice more, then work R1-4.

PATTERN

Here‘s a tutorial for
the cast on: 

https://youtu.be/l
BMcAburyCw

FRONT SECTION 
Setup: remove BOR, p, turn work to wrong side, slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2,
slwyif, k, slwyif, turn work. 

Row 1 (RS): k, slwyif, k, (p2, k2)x8, p2, k, slwyif, k.
Row 2 (WS): slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2, slwyif, k, slwyif.
Row 3: k, slwyif, k, (p2, wrap 6)x4, p2, k, slwyif, k. 
Row 4: slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2, slwyif, k, slwyif.
Row 5: k, slwyif, k, (p2, k2)x8, p2, k, slwyif, k.
Row 6: slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2, slwyif, k, slwyif.
Row 7: k, slwyif, k, wrap 4, p2, (wrap 6, p2)x3, wrap 4, k, slwyif, k. 
Row 8: slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2, slwyif, k, slwyif.

Work Rows 1-8 once more, then work Rows 1-2.

Bind off loosely in pattern and cut yarn, leaving a tail to weave in. 

https://youtu.be/lBMcAburyCw
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Setup: turn the cowl to work the
wrong side of the remaining stitches,
then slwyif, k, slwyif, (k2, p2)x8, k2,
slwyif, k, slwyif, turn work. 

Repeat the rest of the steps as the
front section. 

Weave in ends, then gently block to
finish. 

BACK SECTION 


